Footnote References and Bibliographical Entries

Chairman of committee named


For reports published in microform see par. 8:42.

PROCEEDINGS—PUBLISHED

N. 1Industrial Relations Research Association, Proceedings of Third Annual Meeting (Madison, Wis.: n.p., 1961), p. 30. [The date of the meeting is often part of the title.]

UNPUBLISHED REPORTS AND PROCEEDINGS

Titles of unpublished reports and proceedings are enclosed in quotation marks. When not given in the title, place and date follow it. There may also be the notation “Typewritten” or “Mimeographed” in parentheses (see par. 8:45).

YEARBOOKS

Department of government


Article in a yearbook


Articles In Encyclopedias


ARTICLES IN JOURNALS OR Magazines

Article in a journal


See paragraph 6:74. In citing journals that are numbered only by issue, not volume, note the style set forth in paragraph 6:76; and journals that publish volumes in successive series, numbered or lettered, paragraph 6:77.

Article in a magazine


(See also par. 6:78.)

ARTICLES IN ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Signed article